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The Evidence In Practice
research project at the Yale
School of Management,
funded by the William and
Flora Hewlett Foundation,
was conducted from January
2016 to January 2018 in
order to better understand
the conditions under which
rigorous evidence can be
effectively integrated into public
policies and non-governmental
organization (NGO) practices
in the field of international
development.
The Evidence in Practice project followed a
rigorous methodology comprised of three
broad elements: First we conducted an initial
round of expert interviews with individuals
who have spent a significant portion of their
professional lives attempting, researching,
or promoting the integration of evidence into
development practice, including academics,
government officials, foundation program
officers, NGO practitioners, and think-tank
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directors. Second, we conducted a matched
comparison of eight cases of development
programs or interventions where rigorous
evidence was integrated with varying degrees
of effectiveness. This case study is one of
the eight produced by the project. The third
component, conducted in parallel to the
eight case studies, consisted of interviews
with prototypical representatives of each of
the stakeholder groups, or individuals who
could clearly describe the typical experience
of enacting a particular stakeholder role.
Our synthesis analysis is presented in the
accompanying report.1

the complex relationship between “evidence”
and “practice.” These representative
stakeholder groups are: Researchers,
Funders, Influencers 2, Intermediaries,
Policymakers, Implementers, and
Beneficiaries3.

Stakeholder Characterization
Based on our research, we have found it
useful to think of the flow of evidence into
policy and practice as an “ecosystem” in
which a set of archetypical stakeholder
groups interact. This set of stakeholder
categories was described and reinforced
by our interviewees throughout the project.
While this is not a perfect description (e.g.,
some organizations fall within more than one
stakeholder group and individuals often shift
across stakeholder groups or play roles that
effectively span categories), it can help frame
the conversation to identify the critical roles,
incentives, and relationships that animate

Each of the cases thus contains a map of the
specific organizations (and individuals) that
defined its evolution, their structural affiliation
to a stakeholder category (in some cases,
organizations played more than one formal,
structural role), the informal roles that certain
individual actors played, as well as the key
relationships between these individuals and
organizations.

1 Please see the appendex for a detailed description
on Data and Methods.
2 While some of our interviewees identified
“Influencers” (such as the media, the general public,
lobbyists, and influential individuals) as playing an
important role in the evidence-to-practice ecosystem,
this group did not play an explicit role in the narrative
of any of the case studies. So we have included
the category here, though it does not appear in the
stakeholder maps of the individual case studies.
3 We use the term “beneficiaries” to indicate those
whom a specific policy or program is intended to
help. Different analytic frameworks use various terms to
describe this group, including clients, users, recipients, etc.
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Part I: The TCAI Story
The Teacher Community Assistant Initiative (TCAI) was an education
reform project coupled with a randomized control trial conducted in Ghana
between 2010 and 2013. The project was designed by Innovations for
Poverty Action (IPA), funded by Children’s Investment Fund Foundation
(CIFF), and implemented throughout the country by the Ghanaian
government through Ghana Education Services (GES) and the National
Youth Employment Program (NYEP). TCAI adapted and further tested
evidence from India and Kenya showing that using teaching assistants from
local communities to teach remedial classes can raise learning levels for
primary school students who are below grade-level.
Reflecting on the impact of TCAI, it appears
that the project increased the Ghanaian
government’s awareness of the importance of
remediation as part of its education approach,
and influenced important individuals in the
Ministry of Education regarding evidencebased practice in remedial education.
This influence is despite the fact that an
agreement to scale up the program following
the end-evaluation was ultimately abandoned.
Project implementation involved challenging
choices regarding how to adapt the evidence
from India and Kenya to the Ghanaian context
and deliberately prepare the project for scale
via government adoption. The decision

to test remedial education at scale with a
government partner required IPA to balance
the tension between conducting rigorous
research and creating programs that are
viable at scale. It also required balancing the
tension an intermediary can face between
creating rigorous evidence and striving for
success for its participants. Designing the
TCAI implementation and evaluation showed
the importance of collaboration across
various implementing stakeholders from
early on to test treatments that would be
sustainable at scale, despite the risk that they
might not show as strong an effect as smaller,
more intensive and controlled pilot programs.

In addition, the management of the
implementation and evaluation in partnership
with GES required the researchers involved to
make compromises to the research design in
order to make implementation more practical
and demonstrate their commitment to the
overall success of TCAI. The decisions made
by IPA and the government throughout the
project, and the legacy of TCAI in Ghana and
at IPA, reflect the complex ways in which
large-scale and hands-on evidence creation
can have both direct and indirect effects,
such as more evidence-oriented policy
and practice by government, strengthened
relationships between researchers and
government, and increased awareness of the
importance of remedial education throughout
the education system.
The story of TCAI also illuminates the role of
champions inside and outside government
in generating evidence, translating
evidence, and preparing for scale based on
evidence. The design, development, and
management of TCAI demonstrates the
importance of mechanisms to establish
and maintain trust among stakeholders and
the ways in which early involvement and
subsequent ownership by policy makers and
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For more
information see
the case study
in this series on
Teaching at the
Right Level in
India.

on their learning level have significant effect
on learning outcomes.

government implementers is an important
precursor to long-term adoption and effective
implementation at scale. Four years after the
project’s conclusion it is clear that translation
of evidence can be non-linear: while the TCAI
program in Ghana hasn’t been adopted at
scale, there continues to be interest from
neighboring countries and new development
partners to incorporate the concepts of
TCAI into new initiatives. The aftermath of
TCAI suggests that not scaling a project
immediately after evidence is generated
does not imply that evidence isn’t credible,
useful, or in demand, but rather reveals the
challenges and long timelines required to find
funding and implementation partners.

Teaching at the Right Level
During the early 2000s researchers from
the Abdul Latif Jameel Poverty Action Lab
(J-PAL) initiated randomized controlled trials in
India to test how lessons tailored to students’
learning levels and delivered by teaching
assistants could be used as a cost-effective
approach to improve education quality and
student learning, a concept they later termed
Teaching at the Right Level (TaRL). Over the
course of approximately a decade, research
on this topic in India (partnering with the NGO
Pratham), and later in Kenya, generated strong
evidence from evaluations that programs to
provide remedial education to students based

The basic concept underpinning TaRL (and
the eventual treatment arms used in TCAI)
is that a typical classroom of students is
heterogeneous in terms of their literacy
and numeracy levels, and that accurately
identifying the learning levels of each student,
and providing targeted instruction to that
level, can lead to a significant improvement
in education outcomes. Early TaRL research
investigated the use of teaching assistants to
either: (i) pull students out of the classroom or
keep them after school for more individualized
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“TCAI is an exception in which we
had a nationally-run representative
example implemented by the prime
consumer of the evidence.”
RESEARCHER
tutoring, or (ii) break students into groups
within the classroom for more individualized
instruction by group.
The TCAI project in Ghana was a direct result
of the professional and personal connections
between the J-PAL researchers working in
India and Kenya, and IPA’s global leadership,
as well as IPA’s established presence in
Ghana. Research in India and Kenya had
demonstrated that the basic TaRL methodology,
executed in randomized controlled trials,
delivered reliable and substantial benefits.
What was less clear was whether and how the
methodology could be adapted and scaled
to deliver the system-level benefits it was
designed to pursue. At the time, Pratham,
despite being one of the largest NGOs in
India, could not operate at the scale of a
national government, leaving unanswered the
question of whether the TaRL methodology
could generate substantive impact at a

national scale if implemented in partnership
with government. The impetus to take TaRL
to Ghana was the opportunity to work with
a partner in government who could further
test the compelling TaRL research and bring
implementation to just such a national scale.

Implementing at Scale in Ghana
The decision to further test the TaRL concept
in Ghana was driven by three key factors:
(i) the existence of an IPA office in Accra,
and the organization’s knowledge and
experience of working in the country, (ii)
IPA’s existing relationships with the Ministry
of Education, which put IPA in a position to
propose collaboration with a government
partner, and provided a higher likelihood of
ongoing collaboration, and (iii) the awareness
among IPA and the government that there
was sufficient need for remedial education
among Ghana’s school children. Encouraged
by these factors, the initial IPA discussions
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in Ghana regarding TaRL were launched by
Annie Duflo, then IPA’s Vice President and
Research Director, and Wendy Abt, a J-PAL
consultant and advisor. They were supported
by Kelly Bidwell, the IPA Country Director at
the time.
Testing TaRL at scale would require the
engagement of Ghana Educational Services,
which was responsible for administering
Ghana’s centralized primary and secondary
education systems, as well as of a funder
willing to support a randomized evaluation
focused on large-scale implementation. In
2009, armed with the evidence from J-PAL’s
research in India and Kenya, Annie Duflo
and Wendy Abt approached the Ghanaian
Ministry of Education to initiate the project,
and at the same time sought a supportive
international donor to fund evidence
generation at scale.
In the case of TCAI, the Ghanaian government,
the international donor community, and
IPA all played important roles in launching
an ambitious project to further develop
the global evidence base for TaRL and set
the stage for the translation of TaRL into
an education system at scale. While each
party played a critical role in spreading TaRL
evidence, none of the stakeholders could
have accomplished TCAI on its own.
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IPA: Intermediary, Evidence Producer,
Two key aspects of IPA leadership’s approach
(and their significant commitment to the
project) were instrumental in testing the
concept of TaRL at scale and its effect in
Ghana. First, the previous involvement of IPA’s
leadership in J-PAL’s India research made
them knowledgeable about the evidence,
and credible and motivated champions for
the potential of TaRL. Second, testing TaRL
concepts at a national scale was a deliberate
decision to advance the evidence base for
TaRL and set the stage for scaled adoption in
Ghana. Together, these two aspects illustrate
the way that researchers can become vectors
for the spread and evolution of evidence for a
particular development concept.

would evolve and the amount of time and
resources that the concept received.

Also important were visits to Accra by
Pratham, the NGO that pioneered TaRL in
India, to help IPA convince the Ghanaian
government of the value of both TaRL and
randomized evaluations. Pratham visited
several times while IPA was working to build
support within the Ghanaian government and
find a project funder, and later IPA organized
trips to India for GES staff to observe
Pratham’s implementation first-hand. The
involvement of Pratham played a critical role
in establishing the credibility of the project,
but at the same time it emphasized that the
project was coming from outside the country,
an impression that IPA and others had to work
to mitigate to get Ghana Education Services
fully onboard.

From IPA’s perspective, Ghana was a
good fit for this type of work because of
its presence in the country and its solid
relationships with the Ministry of Education
and Ghana Education Services. The personal

At the time, IPA was a relatively young
research organization, whose mission was to
develop rigorous evidence on international
development programs, primarily through
randomized controlled trials. The choice to

IPA played a significant role in determining
both the direction in which evidence on TaRL
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relationships that IPA had already established
in Ghana, together with the credibility of the
evidence that had been produced in India
and Kenya, were critical for convincing the
government and other actors (e.g. donors and
development partners) that TCAI was worth
the government’s time and attention, and
was not going to undermine other education
initiatives, projects, or priorities.

and Implementation Partner

In this capacity as a vector for evidence, IPA
combined the roles of intermediary and
evidence producer to support the translation
of evidence into policy and practice. As
intermediary, IPA focused on how evidence
could be used to achieve a significant change
in how education was delivered in Ghana,
namely through the adoption of effective
interventions for remedial education. As an
evidence producer, IPA sought an opportunity
to evaluate whether the TaRL lessons from
India and Kenya were relevant to national,
government-led implementation. In this way,

Case Studies

NGO: a nongovernmental
organization is any
non-profit, voluntary
citizens’ group which
is organized on a
local, national or
international level.
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partner with a government implementing
agency presented both risk and opportunity
for the organization. On the one hand,
government implementation is known to
be fraught with management and logistical
challenges that can undermine program
viability4, and therefore the broader validity
of experimental evaluation. At the same time,
implementation at scale is dependent on
interventions that are often only achievable
through government adoption on a national
level.
To help mitigate the risks, IPA added a
third dimension to its role: implementing
partner. As described below, the Ghanaian
government implemented TCAI, with
significant control of, and direct involvement
in, the program’s delivery. However, IPA hired
its own implementation team in Ghana to
work alongside the government to enable IPA
to manage and troubleshoot implementation
in a hands-on way. Making this additional
investment in implementation support was
part of an effort by IPA to ensure that an
ambitious, large-scale project and evaluation
had the best possible chance of accurately
testing the TaRL concept. Through the
creation of the TCAI Steering Committee,
IPA and the government worked together to
address both the risks and opportunities as
they launched the project and managed it
over time.
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“You are engaging
with government and
they have to believe
that you will not let
them down. You’re
not leading them
down a path that
they’re going to fail.”
IMPLEMENTER
Government as Implementing Partner
Another critical factor to the spread of
TaRL was the Ghanaian government’s
receptiveness to partnering with IPA on a

national project and evaluation. At the time
that Abt and Duflo were looking to spread
TaRL, Dr. Stephen Adu was the Director of
Basic Education at Ghana Education Service.
TCAI would not be the first time that GES had
worked with IPA, and Adu was familiar with
IPA from earlier education work in Ghana.
Building on their existing relationship, IPA
approached Adu and others at the Ministry
of Education to test the feasibility of the
project. Adu was responsive to IPA’s desire
for a potential project for several reasons,
including:
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• an existing relationship with IPA and a
belief that it was a credible research
organization that would be committed
for the long term
• awareness of the extent to which
Ghanaian school children were below
grade level, and a desire to bring as
many resources as possible to bear
on the challenge. For example, a 2006
assessment supported by USAID had
shown that less than 2% of students at
the Primary 2 level were reading at the
expected level
• deep personal experience performing
education research and working at GES,
particularly on teacher training
Stephen Adu’s PhD training in education and
35-year career at GES, with a focus on teacher
training and basic education, gave him a
combined understanding of the pedagogical
issues at stake with TaRL and the institutional
dynamics of GES and the broader Ghanaian

4 See for example: Tessa Bold, Mwangi Kimenyi,
Germano Mwabu, Alice Ng’ang’a and Justin Sandefur,
“Scaling-up What Works: Experimental Evidence
on External Validity in Kenyan Education (March 27,
2013),” Center for Global Development Working Paper
No. 321. Available here.
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education sector. His support of the IPA proposal went beyond mere
receptiveness: he became a critical champion of the project during
initiation and implementation, and many sources cited his support as a
critical factor in getting it off the ground and through implementation.
Government support for the project did not come without serious
concerns, including the financial viability of the project, the value
of spending scarce time and human resources on a randomized
controlled trial, the potential that the project might undermine
professional teachers, and a wariness that the project would recreate
unsuccessful initiatives that had already been tried. As discussed in
the following sections, the credibility of IPA, the support of a committed
funding partner, and accommodations in the design of the TCAI project
were key to addressing these concerns.

Case Studies
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development partnership in the country. Since the early days of these
partnerships, education has been one of the priority issue areas for
most major development partners. Because of this, Ghana has been a
hub for international development actors interested in education, and
development organizations vie for the attention and endorsement of
the Ministry of Education so that they can implement their projects.
Given the jockeying for government attention and its fiscal constraints,
external funding was a necessary precondition for government support
and thus for the viability of any TaRL project.
While the initial pilots were underway, the IPA team searched for
potential funders of the full-scale implementation and evaluation. In
early 2010, The Children’s Investment Fund Foundation (CIFF) began
to seriously consider support and made several trips to conduct due

Financing TCAI
The availability of a funding partner to support the project’s
implementation and evaluation was a critical factor. As IPA’s leadership
was building support within the Ghanaian Ministry of Education, they
were also searching for a funder to support the project.
IPA secured initial, small-scale funding to pilot potential treatment
arms for a TaRL project in Ghana and lay the groundwork for recruiting
the government as the primary implementing partner. While this
initial funding was critical for convening a modest piloting of potential
interventions, a much more substantial investment was required to
achieve a full-scale national project and the related, costly evaluation.

The vast majority of Ghana’s education budget went towards salaries,
and there were limited discretionary funds to support projects like
TCAI. Ghana was one of the first development partners for major
agencies like USAID, and there has been a long, stable history of

Ghana: Public Expenditure on Education as Share of GDP
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“The people who are in charge must
understand, must want it, and must
be able to defend it with the ordinary
people and say, ‘This is really good.
We are doing this particular one just
for this year. We will learn from it, and
this will take us places.’ ”
IMPLEMENTER

diligence on a potential project. The effort
of IPA and the Ghanaian stakeholders to
convince CIFF that TaRL interventions would
have an effect, and that the TCAI project
could lead to permanent adoption of TaRL
concepts in Ghana, eventually paid off. CIFF’s
investment committee approved the funding
for TCAI’s implementation and evaluation in
November 2010.

Designing TCAI
The process of planning TCAI, and several
associated decisions, exemplify how both
Ghana Education Service (GES) and IPA

worked together to design a program that
would provide credible evidence about, and
set the groundwork for, TaRL implementation
at scale in Ghana.
A first step in this process was the joint
decision of IPA, GES and the project funder,
CIFF, to create a steering committee. The
committee was designed to bring together,
from the early stages of project design, the
key stakeholders in the project (especially
from the Ministry of Education, including GES,
and the National Youth Employment Program)
to ensure that the project would have the
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support necessary to be successful, and the
high-level involvement required for eventual
scaling.
This steering committee was designed to
explicitly include skeptics of the project
as well as supporters: adversaries and
champions. This approach allowed the
project’s designers to gather input from a
diverse range of potential implementation
stakeholders during the planning phase, and
to generate a broader sense of ownership
over the project, particularly among members
of the Ghanaian government.
Participants described how the process of
crafting the project proposal was designed
to stage a negotiation to ensure that the
resulting program was interesting to
researchers, viable for implementation in the
context of the Ghanaian education system,
and aligned to funder priorities. The skeptics
among the government were most concerned
about the viability of the project to scale and
succeed in the Ghanaian context, rather than
outright opposed to the idea or the supporting
evidence. This hesitation was largely
alleviated by the fact that outside funding for
the project meant that no resources—other
than the opportunity cost of labor—were
being diverted away from those stakeholders.
The design of the project included a number
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and NYEP, which was intended to increase
the financial feasibility of the program, was
unprecedented and required significant and
complex negotiation to put into place.

government and align the project to the
needs of its education system. A defining
feature of TCAI was the explicit creation of
an implementation partnership between the
government and a research organization,
and the risk and opportunity this implied
for program and evaluation viability, as well
as for long-term scalability. One of the key
approaches to mitigate the risks was an
intentional emphasis on adapting the project
to Ghana, and the willingness to balance
the academic incentives that often animate
research and evaluation in order to support

of choices intended to balance the logistical
complexity of the program with the rigor
of the evaluation, and adapt TaRL to the
Ghanaian context. The three major areas
of focus were (i) considering the long-term
financial sustainability of the proposed
treatments, (ii) resolving pedagogical
concerns and differences, and (iii) prioritizing
Ghanaian ownership of the project.
While TCAI was being designed, the belief
among the steering committee was that the
National Youth Employment Program (NYEP)
was a stable government agency, and that
integrating this existing, funded government
apparatus into the design of TCAI was a
sound tactic to prepare for the full-scale
rollout of the lessons from the project. GES
and the teachers’ union were both interested
in testing treatments delivered by classroom
teachers, which would not require additional
human resources, so they pushed the IPA
team to test treatments that did not rely on
outside volunteers. As a result, the project
used the NYEP, which hired recent secondary
school graduates, to provide the community
assistants for TCAI, and also added a teacherled treatment arm that would test the impact
of a teacher-only version of TaRL. These
choices could help test whether the program
could be successful using existing Ghanaian
resources.This partnership between GES

Establishing Ghanaian Ownership
From the start, TCAI’s emphasis was on
the Ghanaian government’s “ownership” of
the project. The structure of the steering
committee and decisions regarding
program design were a concerted effort
to put implementation in the hands of the
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that adaptation. Annie Duflo and Jessica
Kiessel, the two principal investigators for the
project, participated in TCAI in their roles as
IPA staff and in addition to their other full-time
responsibilities, which helped insulate the
team from the pressures that academics often
face to prioritize the most novel research
topics and seek rigor of evidence to the
exclusion of other factors. It also enabled
IPA to play the role of both researcher and
intermediary, focused on empowering the
Ghanaian implementing partners and setting
the stage for eventual scale-up. Because of
this, the IPA team could focus its energy on
the pragmatic, if difficult, question of how
to design and implement for the Ghanaian
context, while still applying and testing the
body of TaRL evidence in a scientifically
rigorous way.
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The IPA team could
focus its energy on
the pragmatic, if
difficult, question of
how to design and
implement for the
Ghanaian context,
while still applying
and testing the body
of TaRL evidence.

significant extent, and worked side-by-side
with GES across many levels to support the
Ghanaian government’s implementation. In
addition, as noted above, IPA invested in
efforts like learning trips for GES leadership
to observe Pratham’s implementation of
TaRL in India. These visits were frequently
cited by GES staff as a critical moment for
understanding the potential of the TaRL model
and its potential impact in Ghana.

delivery of the intervention. In addition, using

IPA’s deep support for and instigation of
many of the design choices for TCAI required

GES as the project implementer put the IPA

compromise from a researcher’s perspective.
The decision to add teacher treatment
interventions and to transfer so much
implementation responsibility to GES was a
departure from the methodology developed
in India, and put the quality of implementation
at risk. The results of the India research
had convinced the IPA team that volunteerled interventions were the most effective,
raising the question of how the project could
best incorporate classroom teachers in the

To manage the inherent tensions in the
approach, IPA decided to play a hands-on
role in implementation. While the program
was executed by GES, using GES staff and
volunteers from NYEP, IPA stepped into the
day-to-day details of implementation to a

implementation team in a position of advising
and supporting the government as they
implemented, rather than a more traditional
research-only role.

The IPA team was organized into two separate
groups, which focused on the implementation
and evaluation of TCAI, respectively. IPA’s
implementation team focused on working
with GES and a local NGO (School of Life) to
develop teacher training materials and train
master trainers (primarily retired or senior
GES teachers) who then trained volunteers
and teachers. The IPA evaluation team was
responsible for working with GES to develop
assessments and overseeing a team of 260
surveyors that performed the midline and
endline surveying. It is important to note that
Maame Nketsiah, TCAI’s Implementation
and Policy Director, reported to the Steering
Committee and GES rather than the IPA
Country Director. These types of staffing
and management decisions were important
to all parties for emphasizing the Ghanaian
ownership over TCAI’s implementation.
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Launching TCAI
Between November 2010 and March 2011,
the project conducted a baseline survey as
part of the randomized controlled trial. The
baseline results showed very low learning
levels across Ghana. While the GES members
of the steering committee were not surprised
by these results, given their already deep
concern about student achievement, they
were anxious about publishing the baseline
results without being able to also show
that they had found a solution. After much
discussion and disagreement, the steering
committee decided to hold off on sharing
the baseline results publicly until there were
initial evaluation results that could show
whether TCAI was providing a solution. This
compromise is another example of the good
faith efforts the IPA research team made to
orient its efforts towards the government’s
success and to build long-term goodwill and
support for the program.
As a result of the initial pilots and the
deliberations of the steering committee, the
team proposed a final project design for
TCAI that tested four different interventions,
reaching 25,000 pupils. Five hundred schools
across 42 districts, chosen to be nationally
representative, were randomly assigned to
one of five groups, for students in first
through third grades:

• In-school remedial TCAs. Teacher community assistants
(TCAs) taught remedial classes during school hours, with
a focus on basic literacy and numeracy skills. The remedial
sessions were targeted to the weakest pupils.
• After-school remedial TCAs. Teacher community assistants
taught remedial classes after school hours with a focus on
basic literacy and numeracy skills. The remedial sessions were
also targeted to the weakest pupils.
• Normal curriculum TCAs. Teacher community assistants
pulled out students randomly (i.e. not remedial students only)
to review the teacher’s lessons on literacy and numeracy for a
few hours a day during class time. The assistant alternated which
students were pulled out of class.
• Targeted lessons training for teachers. Public school teachers
were trained in how to provide small-group instruction
targeted at pupils’ actual learning levels. Starting in the second
year of implementation, these teachers split their students by
ability levels, rather than grades, for one hour daily. This design
decision is discussed in more detail in later sections.
• A control group that received no TCAI intervention.
Consistent with the overall, shared objective to use this project as the
foundation for a national scale-up of the program, the funding included
a commitment that the TCAI model would be scaled nationally if the
evidence demonstrated positive results. As we will see, the scale up of
TCAI never happened, despite evidence of positive effects from several
of the interventions.
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how they could first and foremost help GES
to successfully implement the project, such
as working to find local education NGOs that
could help develop teacher training materials
and troubleshooting data analysis questions.
The effect was a deepening trust between the
IPA team and GES as they saw that IPA was
genuinely committed to GES’ success and
ownership over the project. As the project
progressed, IPA continued to make decisions,
such as inviting GES leadership to present
on TCAI’s progress at conferences, that put
the Ghanaians front and center. The trust
that developed between IPA and GES was the
most cited reason for the success and impact
of the TCAI project.

by their monitoring visits to TCAI schools,
and how those visits were key to their own
belief in the potential of the program. These
types of involvement are significant because
they helped to disseminate awareness and
experience with TaRL across the Ghanaian
education system, and provided opportunity
for firsthand experience of the impact
of the program. As a result, TCAI had an
elevated level of support among GES’ senior
leadership throughout implementation, and
organizational knowledge about the concept
of TaRL was built across the country and
throughout the organization.

Making it Work
The launch and ongoing implementation
of TCAI was characterized by efforts by
GES and IPA to: (i) cultivate trust among
the participating parties, (ii) increase local
involvement, and (iii) remain adaptable to
try to ensure the project’s success. As TCAI
kicked off in 2011, GES led work to recruit
and train a cohort of community assistants
from across the country to deliver the
program, which involved working with local
communities to recruit recent secondary
school graduates to work in their local
primary schools. In each region, IPA randomly
selected schools to participate and worked
with GES to provide the learning materials and
training to both community assistants and
classroom teachers.
As implementation proceeded, IPA adjusted
its engagement to build trust with GES and
increase the government’s implementation
capacity. At the start, IPA made a point
of hiring local Ghanaian staff to manage
the project from both the evaluation and
implementation sides and to be on the front
lines working with the GES staff implementing
the program. The foreign IPA leadership
deliberately stayed in the background to
emphasize Ghanaian leadership of the
project. IPA staff at all levels oriented their
approach to working with GES to focus on

Another important, ongoing aspect of the
project was the extent to which GES staff,
both across the country and at all levels
of the agency, were involved in TCAI. TCAI
was designed so that it was primarily
implemented by GES’ existing staff, and
this structure, combined with the national
scope of the project, resulted in a significant
number of GES staff being personally involved
in the work of TCAI. On top of this, there
was a deliberate effort by Stephen Adu and
his team to engage GES senior leadership
in TCAI. For example, we heard from senior
GES staff about the strong impression made

One important aspect of engaging GES staff
throughout the organization was the project’s
use of midline data that was collected
between May 2011 and April 2013. Sharing
this data in an ongoing way was critical to
building trust with GES staff throughout
the project. GES employees became more
invested in the project data once they realized
that it revealed new insights. For example,
many seasoned education professionals
were surprised that the after-school program
was having positive results—or even worked
at all—and that it worked better than the
in-school program. Initially, many educators
had theorized that students would not stay
after class or would be too hungry or tired
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“I think TCAI is special, in a way. They
are not like a university or a research
institute that only needs you for data
collection and then goes off for two
years and comes back. They are
always working.”
IMPLEMENTER

to learn after school. The sharing of interim
results was one significant way for the project
to maintain and increase buy-in across the
various levels of GES that were involved.
As the project’s first endline evaluation
concluded, the project was faced with a
significant decision: how to respond to
feedback from teachers implementing the
program about the difficulty of a key aspect
of the design. The steering committee’s
response demonstrates the way in which the
project focused on adaptability, and was able
to make trade-offs in favor of the programs
results, rather than favoring the “purity” of the
evaluation design.

As mentioned, the teacher-led treatment
condition was a high priority for GES, which
wanted to understand how its existing staff
could implement TaRL concepts. When
the project started, the teacher treatment
required that teachers divide their students
by learning level and design lesson plan
variations that were aligned to the needs
of each group in their class. This required
significant effort from teachers to design
multiple lesson plans and to manage their
classroom in small groups. The effort was
causing complaints from teachers, and
GES wanted a more practical version of
the targeted lessons for the teacher-led
intervention. Despite the potential that
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changing the treatment in midstream could
lessen the rigor of the evaluation, IPA agreed
to the change, so that teachers could now
divide their students by learning level and
then send them to different classrooms,
requiring each teacher to now work with only
one level.
In this case, the decision to change a
treatment condition supported the project’s
objective of having interventions that were
practical for Ghanaian teachers, while at
the same time complicating evaluation of
the effect of the teacher-led treatment by
changing it mid-course. These decisions
further deepened trust between IPA and GES,
by prioritizing the impact that TCAI would
have on participating teachers and students,
and reassured the government that the TCAI
program was feasible within their existing
system.

The End of TCAI
Unfortunately, one of the decisions designed
to bolster the sustainability of TCAI ended
up ultimately undermining its success and
viability for long-term scaling up. The use
of the National Youth Employment Program
(NYEP) was designed to leverage an existing
government program to reduce the cost of
TCAI’s community assistants and set the stage
for scale if the program proved successful.
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However, it also meant that important
administrative controls, like payroll for
community assistants, were the responsibility
of NYEP and not directly under the control of
GES or IPA. This caused serious challenges
early in the project when paychecks were
delayed, affecting community assistant
retention and morale. Because of their
reliance on a separate government agency,
the TCAI team had to try their best to cajole
NYEP to resolve the payroll issues.
In the second half of TCAI, a second, graver
issue arose with the NYEP, which undermined
the impact and scalability of TCAI. During
the second year of the project a scandal at
the NYEP caused the minister in charge to
resign and resulted in a significant shake-up
in the structure and objectives of the NYEP
program. This shake-up again disrupted
payments for many community assistants and
derailed plans to use NYEP as a pipeline for
full-time certified teachers and as a vehicle
for full scale implementation of TCAI. While
the full effect of NYEP’s scandals cannot be
known, there were reports of community
assistants abandoning their posts as the
financial support from NYEP was disrupted,
and uncertainty about long-term employment
opportunities increased. The shadow of the
NYEP scandal clouded the final months of
TCAI implementation and likely had an effect
on the results of IPA’s evaluation.
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In the summer of 2013 IPA administered
the second endline survey for TCAI, and its
analysis showed that the program significantly
improved children’s basic skills in numeracy
and literacy. Of the four treatments that
were tested, the in-school and after-school
remedial teacher community assistants
(TCAs) had the largest impact on average
achievement. IPA’s analysis found that the
effect of treatment persisted for students after
one year, but found that there was significant
variation in impact across regions, which
appeared to be correlated with variations
in implementation quality. Specifically, the
monitoring of the project showed that in some
regions the program was being implemented
with remarkably low fidelity to the design.
These gauges of implementation quality
were significant cause for concern that the
government would be unable to effectively
scale up the interventions tested in TCAI,
despite their demonstrated positive results.
While the evidence from the study was
positive, it was still disappointing from the
perspective of the Ghanaian government. IPA
found that although it was slightly cheaper
to provide either small group instruction
through normal curriculum TCAs or targeted
lessons through classroom teachers, these
interventions did not improve test scores
as much as the combination of teaching
at a child’s level and providing community

assistants. The government’s preferred,
teacher-led intervention had demonstrated
the lowest impact, although researchers
attributed the relative low effect to teachers’
low compliance with the program.
In the year after completion of TCAI’s
implementation, Maame Nketsiah, TCAI’s
Implementation and Policy Director, led an
effort to travel to the participating districts
and share the results of the evaluation.
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There was significant interest among local
GES leaders in the results of the study
since it provided previously unavailable
data on students’ learning levels, as well as
important administrative data such as teacher
attendance and other measures of teacher
performance. According to participants,
local leaders were quite engaged in these
conversations and concerned about the low
learning levels of their students, but their
primary concern was how the findings from
TCAI could be operationalized locally. While
Ghana had made efforts to decentralize the
school system, there was very little actual
discretion for decision-making by local
schools to implement changes based on the
lessons from TCAI. Without support from the
Ministry of Education, it was hard for local
schools to implement changes that would
require new incentives to compel teachers to
take on additional responsibility, or coordinate
local community assistant programs based on
the TCAI model.
At the national level, the decisions on how
to proceed after TCAI concluded were
constrained on several fronts by limited
resources. First, the shake-up at NYEP meant
that a major co-implementer of TCAI had been
reconfigured and the associated resource
commitment withdrawn. At the same time,
concerns about the varied implementation
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“The whole
nuance about
the ways that we
have advanced
the agenda of
evidence-based
policymaking
through TCAI,
is to me quite
strong.”
RESEARCHER

quality raised doubts that scale could be
achieved in an effective and cost-efficient
manner. Also, the potential for new USAID
funding around education diverted the
Ghanaian government’s attention from TCAI.
The confluence of these factors meant that
government resources were not available
to scale up to create a national program, or
to help local communities that might want
to adopt elements of the TCAI model. IPA
and GES worked to share the findings and
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cultivate support from the international donor
community. These efforts to engage the donor
community continue to this day, but haven’t
yet resulted in funding commitments.
Four years after the final endline study, many
of the senior GES staff involved with TCAI
remember the program as a success both
in terms of the effect it had on Ghanaian
students, and on the way in which the
government and researchers were able to
collaborate to test an impactful program at
a significant scale. Despite the problems
that led to the end of the program, there is
anecdotal evidence that several schools
continued to implement some aspects of the
TCAI program on their own, without resources
from GES or elsewhere. For example, one
district reported that teachers from a
treatment school had instituted their own
“Learning Hour” to provide remedial tutoring
for an hour a day.
While no formal measure was taken of how
many schools continued to use TCAI materials
or methods after the end of the program,
we heard from several stakeholders that
the program had an effect on students that
participated and also on the way that teachers
and administrators thought about the value of
remedial education.
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“Success,” “Failure,” or ?

In considering the ways in which TCAI was
a “success” and/or a “failure” in translating
evidence to policy and practice, it is important
to consider several angles and ask: what was
the purpose of TCAI? At the highest level, the
project had two ambitions: to rigorously test
the concept of Teaching at the Right Level
with a national government and to lay the
groundwork for long-term strengthening
of the Ghanaian education system. The
significant effect demonstrated by the TCAI
RCT achieved the project’s first ambition, but
at first blush the second ambition has not as
clearly been met. Despite TCAI’s significant
effect, the original commitments to scale the
program nationally have fallen through as
the collapse of the NYEP and unavailability of
funding for scaling have thus far prevented
TCAI’s from being adopted nationally. Despite
this apparent failure to directly scale TCAI or
create large-scale change within GES, there
is nonetheless reason to believe the project
had significant, if indirect, impact within
Ghana and in IPA’s ongoing work, and that
it contributed to a larger national, and even
global, conversation on the importance of
differentiated learning.
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Traces of TCAI are still evident in Ghana, and
the IPA country team is actively working on
new opportunities to scale the evidence for
TaRL in Ghana and other locations, including
Zambia and Peru. In addition to the spread
of the TaRL concept, TCAI has influenced
IPA and its relationship with the Ghanaian
government, and set the stage for new
practices and attitudes in Ghana regarding
evidence-based practice and remedial
education. IPA has sustained its institutional
knowledge of TCAI, but the institutional
knowledge of TCAI is starting to fade at
GES as senior leadership retires and other
initiatives take on prominence in the country.
As IPA and others consider the future of TaRL
in the country, it is hard to know whether
the potency of the indirect effects of TCAI is
waxing or waning.
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Part II: Key Themes + Insights
This section discusses the Evidence in Practice themes as they pertain to
TCAI and summarizes key insights and implications for thinking about the
translation of evidence to policy and practice more generally.
Definitions of Evidence
There are varying definitions and
understandings of what constitutes
“evidence,” dependent especially on the
perspectives of each stakeholder group. For
example, the framing, language, and limited
accessibility of academic evidence can
render it less useful to other stakeholders.
These diverging views of evidence create
barriers across stakeholder groups, as what
constitutes valid evidence for each exists in
different realms and in different forms that are
challenging to reconcile.
Randomized controlled trials were the
standard of evidence for enabling and
validating TCAI. This “gold standard” of
evidence was the basis by which TaRL
was evaluated in India and Kenya, and
the method chosen by the IPA team and
Steering Committee to determine whether
the TCAI project was effective. It is also
important to note the observation shared by
some participants that education is unique
compared to agriculture or public health, in

the sense that there are fewer accepted
standards of evidence, and there are stronger
ideological perspectives among donors and
governments on what priority should be
place regarding different educational goals.
This ambiguity can create significant “noise”
regarding what constitutes robust evidence
and how the government and others should
determine priorities.
Despite TCAI’s emphasis on rigorous
statistical significance and a robust counterfactual for evaluation, it is important to
step back and consider the project in the
context of TaRL as a concept that has been
developing over time. TaRL as an approach
is broader than any individual example of
“evidence” of successful implementation,
and the cumulative evidence from several
projects serves less to isolate a single key
intervention, but rather to broaden and
deepen the field’s understanding of how and
why targeted instruction based on learning
level can improve educational outcomes.
We heard from several interviewees that

TCAI was instrumental in reinforcing the
concept of remedial education within GES,

an effect which we observed in talking to
several different participants in the project. In
addition, the project was also part of a broader
global conversation on the importance of
differentiated learning and remedial education.
Despite the official emphasis on RCTs
as evidence, anecdotal evidence, local
knowledge, and direct personal experience
played significant roles in both launching the
project and the longer-term effects of TCAI
in Ghana. For example, visiting Pratham’s
program in India was instrumental in
convincing GES’ senior leaders and others
that the program could be effective in Ghana.
Also, a deliberate effort over the course of
the project to have GES’ senior leadership
observe implementation first-hand was
critical to their assessment of the project’s
success and continued support. Last, the
anecdotal evidence that a number of schools
continued to use TCAI interventions after the
program ended suggests that, even without
the results of the RCT, local school staff were
confident that the benefits of the program
were worth their time and effort. These direct
and anecdotal forms of evidence have had a
much more lasting and potent effect on those

A randomized
controlled trial
(RCT) is a research
design that randomly
assigns participants
to either a treatment
or a control group.
The goal is to
determine whether
the treatment
group achieves
the hypothesized
outcomes of the
intervention, using
the control group as
the counter-factual.
More here.
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involved in the project than the results of only
the RCTs, and may be the most significant
evidence generated in terms of the long-term
influence of TCAI.

Trust-building
The cross-stakeholder collaborations
required for evidence-informed policies
and practices are often difficult to initiate,
develop, and sustain. Particularly when
institutional incentives are lacking, personal
trust, respect, and buy-in between individuals
across stakeholder groups become critical to
fostering the effective flow of evidence into
practice.
As described in the case study narrative,
trust-building among the various project
stakeholders was critical for getting TCAI
launched and for cultivating Ghanaian
ownership of the project over time. Intentional
efforts by IPA and by Children’s Investment
Fund Foundation before, during and after
the project to focus on relationship-building
with the Ghanaian government left a lasting
impression among GES staff that TCAI
was an exceptional development project,
characterized by genuine collaboration.
This approach to trust-building relied on
a combination of both who was involved
and how the project was designed and
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The design, development,
and management of TCAI
demonstrates the importance
of mechanisms to establish and
maintain trust among stakeholders
and the ways in which early
involvement and subsequent
ownership by policy makers and
government implementers is
an important precursor to longterm adoption and effective
implementation at scale.
implemented. Who was involved had three
important dimensions: design, governance,
and staffing. On design, the negotiation of
the final project design allowed for each
party to have their priorities integrated, and
developed a shared ownership over its
design. On governance, the project sought
to involve a wide variety of stakeholders

that were both champions of the project
and skeptics, and developed a steering
committee that included these stakeholders
in decisions and created a forum for critical
input. Practical considerations like giving GES
direct control over the project’s funds, having
the Implementation Director report directly
to the Steering Committee, and adjusting
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the project’s design over time to address the
needs of the government, were concrete
examples of flexibility and commitment to
partnership. From the staffing perspective,
IPA made a deliberate choice to hire mostly
Ghanaian staff, and to partner with local
Ghanaian organizations (e.g. NGOs, vendors,
etc.) whenever possible. This effort to put
Ghanaians at the heart of the project on both
the government and research side was an
important demonstration of commitment
to local ownership and trust-building. In
addition, the IPA and GES teams invested
significant time in developing genuine
personal relationships, co-locating their staff
when possible, and going above and beyond
to troubleshoot day-to-day challenges. This
“all-in” approach to the project and willingness
on IPA’s part to let go of significant control in
favor of influence was key to building trust on
both sides.
The effect was significant in two ways. First,
it resulted in greater commitment from both
IPA and the government, which was critical
for addressing minor and more significant
challenges that came up over the course
of implementation. Second, it provided the
foundation for a lasting relationship between
the Ghanaian government and IPA, which
has led to open lines of communication and
further collaborative projects around analysis
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of government data. Trust-building was key
to successfully pulling off a complex project,
and doing so in a way that laid the foundation
for further collaboration.
The shadow of the NYEP scandal clouded
the final months of TCAI implementation but
there were sound reasons why the project
sought to partner with NYEP, and its demise
likely could not have been predicted. The
difficult decision to embed TCAI within other
government initiatives bolstered the chances
for long-term, sustainable implementation of
TCAI, but it also exposed the project to risk
outside of its direct control, and proved in the
end to be an insurmountable barrier.

Time and Resources Required for
Integrating Evidence
Few organizations provide incentives or carve
out explicit time for managers to explore
emerging evidence in their field. Even fewer
assign staff to find relevant evidence and
translate it into accessible formats for the
organization. As a result, the role of preparing
and sharing evidence that is timely, useful,
and relevant for practitioners is sometimes
explicitly played by formal intermediaries
(e.g., certain think-tanks). More frequently, an
actor who holds a formal role within another
stakeholder group spontaneously takes on
the (additional) responsibility for trying to
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integrate evidence, with no actor formally
responsible for the process. Discovering and
integrating evidence requires time, energy
and funding.
TCAI is an interesting example of a relatively

small and new research organization able
to leverage significant funding and develop
relationships to influence government
partners. IPA appears to have short-circuited
the typical resource and relationship
dynamics in international development by
building personal relationships within GES,
cultivating a significant international donor
as a partner, demonstrating commitment to
accommodating government priorities, and
building government buy-in and ownership of
the project. In addition, the credibility of J-PAL
and IPA’s relationship in India with Pratham
and the strength of the existing evidence
for TaRL increased its ability to bring other
stakeholders on board. While raising outside
resources to fund the project was essential,
TCAI demonstrates how other factors, such
as strong relationships and willingness to
share control can be used to overcome typical
resource dynamics. In this case, giving GES
direct control over the project funds and
putting them front and center on project
implementation was important in getting the
program launched.
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“It’s not necessarily
a translation from
one physical context
to another but
from the context of
one implementer
to another. But
the exact same
questions arise.”
RESEARCHER

Another significant resource consideration
is the investment that IPA made in taking
on a supporting, advisory role in project
implementation and in relationship building
with GES staff. The collaborative approach
that characterized TCAI involved much
more time and energy on direct relationship
building in order to successfully support
implementation through influence, rather
than direct control or a procurement-style
relationship.
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The last important consideration regarding
time and resources is the role that resource
availability played in the failure of the project
to scale following evaluation. While a variety of
factors, especially the reconfiguration of the
NYEP, affected the opportunity to scale the
evidence from TCAI, the lack of new, dedicated
resources to support adoption was also a
key barrier. This experience illustrates the
significant challenge that exists in transitioning
project-based evidence generation to become
institutionalized in more sustainable and longterm modes of implementation.

Operationalizing Evidence
Even organizations with strong monitoring and
evaluation departments often do not transform
the operational data into formats that could be
widely used within the organization, or beyond,
to expand actors’ understanding about
what has been learned from past or existing
programs. Data is thus used to evaluate
retrospective operations, but not to improve
the prospective design of new initiatives. This
inhibits the application of experiential evidence,
which may be rigorous and convincing, to
new contexts and often prevents evidence
from reaching other key stakeholders after it is
produced, as it remains linked internally only to
a given initiative.
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“What we’re scaling up is not TCAI,
actually. What we’re scaling up is
targeted instruction, teaching at
the right level.”
RESEARCHER

TCAI reflected a deliberate choice to evaluate
the challenge of implementing TaRL concepts

at scale, which required engaging with
government as an implementing partner. This
approach to both building the evidence base
and operationalizing evidence presented
potential trade-offs, due to the understanding
among development organizations that
government is often a less effective
implementer than private NGOs. It
is important to note that despite serious
variation in the quality of implementation
by the government, TCAI was still able to
demonstrate a measurable effect. At the same
time, there were also important effects on the
participating organizations themselves.
TCAI depended on multiple independent
government stakeholders, such as NYEP,

with disproportionate levels of buy-in. This
exposed TCAI to substantial risk from

management issues at NYEP, which had
detrimental effects on TCAI, even though
they did not prevent the community assistant
treatment arms from having a measurable
effect. Despite these effects, it is important
to note that the government’s quality of
implementation created serious doubt
regarding its ability (with or without a stable
NYEP) to effectively scale up implementation
of TCAI. While the challenges associated with
funding and administering the NYEP program
reflect the types of ongoing constraints that
a TCAI-like program would encounter at scale,
they were not the only issues of management
capacity facing the government.
For GES, implementing TCAI involved staff
from across the country and various levels
of the agency, from senior leadership to
classroom teachers. This broad engagement
led to a threefold impact:
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• Wide exposure to new pedagogical
theory, training, and teacher materials
on remedial instruction
• Access to previously unavailable data
on the operations of the education
system (e.g. teacher attendance, school
geolocation, etc.), and more regular data
on student outcomes (e.g., the project’s
midline survey results)
• Exposure to practical training on
collecting and using data from schools
These structural after-effects of TCAI
demonstrate the ways in which translation
of evidence can create new structures and
capabilities that persist even if the specific
intervention doesn’t scale, and which
potentially provide a foundation for other
evidence-informed policies and practice
in the future.
It is also important to note the way in which
the project used the wealth of administrative
implementation and evaluation data
it generated. This use of evidence for
performance management of the project
illustrates the ways in which evidence can
be deployed at more intermediary and
local levels, rather than as just a global,
retrospective measure of outcomes. It also
suggests the importance of who information
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from the project is shared with and how the
information is presented (e.g., the relative
and absolute performance of districts). These
types of uses of project data and the new
types of routines and decisions that they
enable should be considered as another,
indirect effect of using evidence-based practice.
At IPA, the TCAI experience was formative in
shaping how the organization approaches
partnering with policy makers and
governments, and focuses more deliberately
on the challenges of operationalizing
evidence of effective practice. One of TCAI’s
consequences has been that IPA is investing
more in its policy advocacy role, which allows
it to better influence how governments match
evidence and research with pre-existing
priorities. While IPA has always focused
on using RCTs to influence policy, the TCAI
experience accelerated a focus also on
developing a better understanding of the
priorities of various public stakeholders and
using those to inform and coordinate research
priorities. Working on TCAI also helped IPA’s
predominately research-oriented staff to
better understand the practical challenges
of program implementation, a perspective
that has been increasingly important as IPA
operates as an intermediary for connecting
rigorous research to practice.

Incentive Structures
Throughout the ecosystem, within and across
stakeholder groups, formal and informal
incentive structures are frequently not
conducive—and are often in contradiction—
to the integration of evidence into practice.
Typically, organizational incentives are defined
around an insular view of the organization
(e.g., academics publish in academic journals,
policymakers must exercise their budgets

according to program and budgetary rules,
NGOs must operationalize their programs

as stated in their budgets and proposals
to funders). Usually, these organizational
incentives have no mandate or room for the
explicit search of external evidence, much
less for the generation of internal evidence
that would then lead to continuous adaptation
of programs and policies as new learning
emerges.
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TCAI provides an interesting case for exploring

how the incentives of policy makers and
evidence producers can diverge, and some
of the ways in which these incentives can
be reconciled or aligned. Ultimately, the
willingness of IPA and GES to undertake
shared implementation, and the willingness
of IPA to find a balance between its desire
for a rigorous academic experiment and
pragmatic program implementation were key
to reconciling their incentives. The Ghanaian
government was eager to partner with a
project that aligned to its existing strategic
priorities, while also attracting international
philanthropic money to augment the
effectiveness of GES and to direct resources
to areas of clear student need. TCAI met
these priorities by addressing a known gap in
student educational attainment, and focusing
on the role of government as an implementing
partner. This alignment, as well as the
personal support of champions with political
capital within GES, gave TCAI an advantage in
getting launched.
A key set of potentially conflicting incentives
for IPA revolved around the importance of
remaining credible and connected to the
international academic research community.
TCAI created a tension between wanting to
make sure that the project achieved results
and was aligned to government’s needs,
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and also being able to credibly say that it
constituted a rigorous evaluation. Ultimately,
IPA showed flexibility to the exigencies of
pragmatic implementation, while ensuring
that it maintained a rigorous evaluation. As
discussed in the case narrative, the ability
to tread this balance was facilitated by the
fact that IPA and the principal investigators
for the project were insulated from some of
the traditional academic incentives (such
as publishing and tenure considerations).
The desire to advance the body of evidence
around TaRL also created an additional
incentive to work effectively with government
to determine how the project could be most
practically successful.

implementation. Nonetheless, IPA views TCAI
as an example of a project where it played
a collaborative and influence-oriented role
in implementation, rather than more direct
control. Working to effectively transform TaRL
into TCAI required IPA to give up some of
its authority as a “pure” evidence producer,
by inviting local stakeholders into genuine
partnership and considering a give-and-take
approach to design. This shift from pure
evidence producer to combined producer
and intermediary included three important
aspects for IPA:

By placing the role of government at the
center of its research question TCAI was
able to partially reconcile the sometimesconflicting incentives for policy makers,
implementers and evidence producers, but
not without significant effort and negotiation
to arrive at a project design that worked for all
parties, and sufficient trust between IPA and
GES to navigate the ongoing implementation
of the project and evaluation.

Responsibility for Evidence Translation
IPA was the driving force behind incorporating
TaRL concepts into practice in Ghana, and
IPA took on a significant role in project

• Allowing local partners, such as GES, to
make decisions about project design
that met their needs, but were different
than the researchers’ priorities (e.g.,
including teacher-led treatment arms);
• Earning the trust of its Ghanaian
government partners by giving them
genuine ownership and leveraging
local expertise (e.g., partnering with
Ghanaian education experts and a local
NGO to develop project materials);
• Choosing when to push back and spend
the time and energy to convince its
partners that certain aspects of the
project were essential (e.g., pushing for
more precise assessments to accurately
determine student’s learning levels).
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TCAI illustrates the ways in which the

translation of evidence into practice can be
best thought of as a negotiation between the
various incentives and priorities of a broad set
of stakeholders. The more that stakeholders
are proactively and explicitly engaged in
this negotiation, the better the chance for
successful translation and execution of
evidence-based practice. To support this
type of negotiation, however, an evidencebased concept needs to be both robust and
malleable enough to allow for meaningful
negotiation among stakeholders. TCAI shows
how proactive negotiation of evidence-based
projects can create important buy-in and
ownership of projects, which is essential
for resilient implementation at scale, and
important for establishing the foundation
for longer-term sustainability of a specific
program and its broader, evidence-based
concept.
One critical enabling aspect of this
negotiation was IPA’s decision to play the
role of both researcher and intermediary,
and focus on empowering the Ghanaian
implementing partners. This unique
combination of priorities made TCAI an
opportunity to explore an intermediary
role for IPA that focused on collaborative
implementation with government, which
it continues to play in more and more of its
projects. For example, IPA increasingly has
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TCAI shows

TCAI participant described a champion

how proactive
negotiation of
evidence-based
projects can create
important buy-in
and ownership of
projects, which
is essential
for resilient
implementation
at scale.

policy-focused staff based in their local
offices, who are focused on understanding
local priorities and the opportunities to
align evidence, as well as using the same
perspective to set research priorities and
shape the work of academics with whom they
partner.
TCAI also illustrates the vital role of champions

in translating evidence to practice. One

as someone who has the intelligence and
resourcefulness to affect a project’s overall
outcomes and the willingness to work “for
free” to make the project a success. In this
sense TCAI had a number of champions
in government and at IPA who were
instrumental in getting the project launched
and shepherding it through implementation.
These catalysts for the project, despite the
many complications and barriers, were critical
for launching TCAI, bringing on government
as an implementing partner, and helping to
overcome roadblocks during implementation.
TCAI illustrates the importance of having key
participants who are knowledgeable about
the intervention, personally committed to
the project’s goals, and possess the political
capital required to bring other critical players
to the table and influence how resources are
deployed.
In addition to the early champions such
as Stephen Adu, project managers at GES
deliberately cultivated internal champions
by engaging senior GES leadership during
project implementation. These efforts,
which included trips to observe TCAI’s
implementation in schools, were important for
developing buy-in from across GES leadership,
which in turn helped to reinforce that TCAI
was an organizational priority and built
awareness and support for TCAI.
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During implementation, another kind of
champion was critical to pulling off TCAI,
and doing so in a way that built trust among
stakeholders. The IPA implementation project
leadership adopted a “whatever it takes”
approach that was critical to demonstrating
to GES that IPA was committed to the success
of the project and troubleshooting both the
day-to-day and strategic challenges that arose
over the course of the implementation.

Conclusion
As described in the case narrative, there
are several ways to consider the question
of whether TCAI was a success or a failure
in integrating evidence into practice. On
one hand, the results of the TCAI RCT were
consistent with the effects observed in
other countries. On the other, the original
intention to dovetail TCAI with long-term
and fundamental changes to the Ghana
education system did not pan out. In general,
the Ghanaians we spoke with described TCAI
as a success in terms of the impact it had for
students as well as the way that the project
was executed, in spite of the fact that TCAI
has yet to be scaled nationally in the country.
Perspectives among IPA staff on the
project’s success varied considerably. These
varying definitions of success, particularly
within the same organization, highlight the
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several different objectives of intermediary
organizations. While TCAI failed to deliver
the immediate changes to the Ghana
education system that the project’s leaders
had desired, it did have a number of indirect
effects on GES and laid the groundwork for
an ongoing relationship between IPA and the
Ghanaian government, which is important
for long-term influence. The question of
whether this constitutes “failure” highlights
the tension between creating direct impact
through operationalizing evidence, and
the more indirect, systematic change that
intermediaries can also help bring about.

In addition to considering the spread of the
concept of TaRL, we heard of other, indirect
effects of implementing TCAI. As mentioned,
the use of administrative data and new
processes was a valuable indirect effect of
implementing TCAI. Another, more centralized
effect has been a deepened relationship
between IPA and GES, based on GES’ desire
to increase its capacity for data analysis and
using evidence in policy formulation. GES’s
experience of collaborating with IPA has
made it a trusted partner of the government,
allowing for ongoing collaboration on how
GES can better use data, and setting the stage
for more evidence-informed collaboration in
the future.

If we consider how TCAI helped to spread the
concept of remedial education and enabled
the use of the concept of learning levels
to inform instruction, there is promising
anecdotal evidence that the project has had
impact. During our time in Ghana we heard
from stakeholders at IPA and GES that the
TCAI project exposed many educators across
GES to new ways of thinking about remedial
education and gave them tools to assess
student need and adapt their teaching to
the needs of different learning levels. Finally,
there is still significant opportunity that TCAI
will lead to further TaRL work in Ghana and
in other countries dealing with issues of
remedial education. As mentioned, IPA has
since led efforts to apply TaRL concepts in
Zambia and Peru.
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Stakeholder Map
The two primary stakholders in the Teacher
Community Assistant Initiative were the
Ghana Education Services and Innovations
for Poverty Action (IPA). Both of those
organizations played multiple roles as
implementers and intermediaries, with
IPA acting also as the leading research
stakeholder in the project.
This stakeholder map is a visual
representation of the major stakeholders
involved with this project. The importance
of each of the actors is defined by their
relative size, and their proximity to the
center of the project. Their role is defined
by the color; multiple colors indicate
multiple roles. Primary relationships,
denoted by solid lines, indicate the
most directly significant relationships
while secondary relationships, denoted
by dashed lines, indicate indirect, but
influential relationships. Actors not
connected by lines are still involved with
the project, but less directly.

Intermediaries
Funders
Researchers
Policy Makers
Implementers

Children’s Investment Fund Foundation

Primary Relationship
Secondary Relationship

Ghana Education
Service

Ministry of Education
Cape Coast University

Ministry of Youth Employment

University of
Education, Winneba
Innovation for
Poverty Action

National Youth Employment Program
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Timeline

National

Logistics

Updated National
PILOT

PILOT

1998

2009

2010

IPA
meets
with
GES
GNAP
NYEP

TCAI steering
committee
formed

2011

Second endline survey

First endline survey

Baseline survey

PILOT

2012

2013

2014

MOUs
CIFF
funding signed with
approved government
ministires
Regular midline surveys and monitoring trips
NYEP scandal
disrupts TCAI
implementation

For years before TCAI, and
through 2016, Pratham was
running the TaRL program in
India. To see the background
read the case study.

Evidence generated by the project
A change in policy or significant policy
decision influenced the project
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Process Diagram

Low number of
students performing
at grade-level; growing
awareness of the role of
remedial approaches

TCAI never scaled, but its methods
spread to other countries and
structured new data capabilities at
Ghana Education Service.

PROBLEM FRAMING

Adapting Teaching at the
Right Level approaches
to Ghana (using TCAI
Steering Committee)
SOLUTION FRAMING

Logistics
PILOT

Modified teacher-led
intervention
SOLUTION RE-FRAMING

Endline survey
EVALUATION

National
PILOT

Endline survey
EVALUATION

Updated
National
PILOT

Regular
midline
surveys
and
monitoring
trips
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The research design for the Evidence in Practice project consisted of
three broad components. First, we conducted expert interviews (31) with
individuals who had spent a significant portion of their professional lives
attempting, researching, or promoting the integration of evidence into
development practice.A1 This included academics, government officials,
foundation program officers, NGO practitioners, and think-tank directors.
To identify these experts, we first contacted individuals who had either
published extensively and prominently on the topic or who had actively
funded research or programs with the explicit goal of integrating evidence
into practice. From this first set of experts we conducted snowball sampling
until we reached a saturation point.A2 This initial set of interviews informed
and directed the next two components, as they resulted in an initial map of
the relevant stakeholders in the “evidence-to-practice ecosystem” and the
hypothesized and actual paths that seemed to link them together.
Second, we conducted a matched
comparison of eight cases of development
programs or interventions where rigorous
evidence was integrated with varying degrees
of effectiveness. These cases were matched
on structural, geographic, and programmatic
characteristics—as well as on the extent to
which evidence had informed practices—to
better identify the critical factors that allowed
actors in certain cases, and not others, to
integrate rigorous evidence into practice.A3
This matching process led us to identify
pairs of cases across four different countries,
leveraging temporal and cross-sectional
variation between them as seen in table a2.

A1 By development practice, we mean the work
of government actors, NGOs, and others who are
responsible for designing and executing development
projects and programs.
A2 Data saturation is difficult to define and is
dependent on the field of study. In this case, we
defined saturation as the moment when, in a sequence
of several expert interviews, no interviewee gave us
information that we had not encountered before.
A3 George, A. L., & Bennett, A. (2005). Case studies
and theory development in the social sciences. MIT
Press, Cambridge, MA. Chapter 5.
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Table A1. Expert Interviews
Researchers
Phase 1:
February 2015 –
May 2016
Phase 2:
September 2016 –
June 2017

Funders

Intermediaries

Policymakers

Implementers

Total

10

8

6

2

5

31

10

7

6

3

8

34

For each case, we first identified, through
existing literature and interviews with subject
experts, a series of key informants who had
detailed knowledge of the case’s history and
protagonists. These initial interviews with
case experts led to the creation of a detailed
actor/stakeholder map for each case, where
we identified the key stakeholder groups that
either participated in or were affected by the
program, as well as the specific individuals
who played an active role in the program’s
evolution.A4 These stakeholder maps were
validated with several informants for each
of the cases. We then conducted interviews
with each of the key individuals across
stakeholder groups. Interviewees were asked
to relate chronologies of objective events,
behaviors, choices at critical junctures,
and facts of the processes described.A5 In
every instance, the goal was to identify the
individuals responsible for the particular
evolution of a case, as well as the specific

Case Studies

tactics they employed throughout the
process, to better understand the rationale
behind their decisions as well as the factors
that led them to succeed or fail. In total, we
conducted 161 interviews across the eight
cases. Interviews were complemented with a
wealth of archival information including media
articles, private documents (donor reports,
internal presentations and communications,
etc.), and public documents (announcements,
academic articles, editorial pieces). These
data were used to trace the chronological
list of events for the overall development of
each case. Each storyline was developed in
an extensive document that established the
causal links described by the subjects and
ensuring a balanced consideration of different
stakeholders.A6
The third component, conducted in parallel to
the eight case studies, consisted of interviews
with prototypical representatives of each of

the stakeholder groups, or individuals who
would clearly describe the typical experience
of enacting a particular stakeholder role.
Using the stakeholder map and initial
hypotheses as starting points, this stage
focused on the dynamics that shape the
interactions between stakeholder categories.
The work consisted of 34 in-depth interviews
with representative actors from each
stakeholder group. The interviews focused
on each individual’s needs, assumptions,
operational constraints, main concerns,
professional and ideological backgrounds,
timelines, and aspirations—especially
concerning the development, dissemination,
and use of novel evidence in development
practice. This in-depth analysis resulted in a
more nuanced and detailed stakeholder and
system map that more clearly identified both
breakdown points and paths of connection
that hinder and facilitate the exchange
of knowledge and information across
stakeholder groups, as well as a refined
A4 See Canales, R. (2016). From ideals to institutions:
Institutional entrepreneurship and the growth of
Mexican small business finance. Organization
Science, 27(6), 1548-1573.
A5 Davis, J. P., & Eisenhardt, K. M. (2011). Rotating
leadership and collaborative innovation: Recombination
processes in symbiotic relationships. Administrative
Science Quarterly, 56(2), 159-201.
A6 Ibid.
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Table A2: Case Studies
Country/Program

Description

Case Studies
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Dates of
Intervention

Number of
Interviews

Primary
Stakeholders

South Africa
Collaborative Analysis of Labor
Intervention Effectiveness

Employment program introducing new elements to
vocational training

2011 – 2016

FUEL: Feed, Uplift, Educate, Love

School nutrition program

2007 – present

Teacher Community Assistant Initiative

Remedial education program for primary school
children in reading and math through teaching
assistants from local communities

2010 – 2013

Graduating the Ultra Poor

Poverty alleviation program integrating elements
of social protection, livelihoods development, and
financial services

2010 – 2013

Remedial education program for primary school
children in reading and math

2001 – present

Water purification drops for retail sale

2010 – present

Progresa | Oportunidades

Poverty alleviation program using conditional
cash transfers

1997 – present

Programa Primer Empleo

Employment program using government
incentives for the private sector

2007 – 2012

42

Government,
Researchers
NGO

Ghana
30

Researchers,
Government

Researchers, NGO

India
Teaching at the Right Level
AQUA+

51

NGO, Researchers,

Government
NGO

Mexico
38

Government
Government
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set of hypotheses about the breakdown
of communication and about possible
interventions to solve it.
Across the three components, we conducted
a total of 226 interviews. All interviews were
in-depth and semi-structured, with an average
length of around 90 minutes (minimum of 60,
maximum of over 120). Around two-thirds
of them were done in person and the rest
were conducted remotely. All interviews were
recorded and transcribed verbatim.
Data analysis was conducted in several
stages. Each of the 226 interview transcripts
was coded extensively to identify firstorder concepts related to the integration of
evidence into development practice. Firstorder concepts include “concerns about
reputation” or “short-term decision-making”.
This required multiple readings of interview
transcripts, field notes, and archival data to
associate nearly every passage of text with
one or more codes. These codes were then
grouped into second-order themes,A7 always
contrasting them with current research on
the integration of evidence into practice.
Second order themes included “incentive
structures” or “timing misalignments”, each of
which was developed extensively in a memo
that explored the characteristics, tensions,
and contradictions of each theme. In stage
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three, we mapped the codes to each of our
case narratives to detect patterns of activities,
constraints, and decisions that defined the
evolution of each case at critical junctures.
This allowed us to identify similarities and
discrepancies across cases, as well as to
create comparable counterfactuals that could
account for differing outcomes.A8

workshops, we discussed our emerging
findings and we gathered additional,
essential insights from participants. The
workshops served to validate and deepen our
understanding of emerging insights.

In stage four, we created process maps,
concept maps, data tables, and detailed
case synopses that linked key challenges,
events, and decisions to the specific
alternative tactics employed by actors and
then to their subsequent consequences for
the development program or intervention in
question. This final set of analyses revealed
a somewhat consistent set of factors faced
at comparable stages by actors across our
different settings. Throughout our analysis,
we iterated between emerging insights,
existing theory, and matched comparisons
across cases to identify the mechanisms that
operated at critical junctures.
It is worth mentioning that, at two moments of
the project (the first after our first set of expert
interviews was over and the second after the
completion of our initial case narratives) we
hosted a workshop with two different groups
of highly experienced representatives from
each of the stakeholder groups. During these

A7 Glaser BG, Strauss AL (1980) The Discovery of
Grounded Theory: Strategies for Qualitative Research
(Aldine Publishers, Hawthorne, NY).
A8 We ensured consistency in coding across
the different cases and authors through several
mechanisms, including: a) a selection of interviews
was coded by two or more coders, after which they
reviewed discrepancies and agreed on their resolution,
b) a common project book where all the codes were
collectively kept, aggregated, and analyzed, c) a weekly
meeting to review coding process and to develop
a joint coding standard, d) memos were developed
jointly, with contribution from and verification by the
different team members, among others. Access here.
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